MANIFESTO

I, Nitin Mohan (160020044), if elected as the Sports Secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the following:

INFRASTRUCTURE:

- Ensure that the equipment in the cupboard will be available at all time
- Will change the old volleyball net, badminton court net with new ones after this rainy season
- Make sure that the Gym equipment will be maintained properly
- Also try to make sure that the lights in the ground will work properly all the time

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

- Provide good practice equipment, basic needs like refreshments and first aid
- Regular practice slots for the players during GC so that their performance will enhance
- Try to increase the no. of participation in GC for better result and also try to increase the crowd cheering during hostel matches
- Try to increase the number of students in GC Crossy for more participation points
- Photograph of the Winning teams in GC will be posted inside the TT room
- Ensure that canteen incentives are provided to GC players if necessary
- Will form Facebook or what’s app group of players who will going to play in GC
- Will publicise GC on Facebook for more participation from our hostel

INTRA HOSTEL:

- Will try to conduct this year hostel 9 championship successfully
- Will try to conduct intra hostel matches smoothly so we can get more players for tournaments like GC
- Will provide Refreshment during intra hostel
- Will focus on ground maintenance during intra matches
- Will make sure that there will be no clash between intra and other cult events

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:

- Will try to take part in every social event and other events like PAF, Valfi etc
- Will help other council member for the sake of hostel welfare
- Will try to make coordination with the council and will perform my part with sincerity

CREDENTIALS:

- Played cricket GC for hostel 9 (won silver medal)
- Played in freshie cricket league
- Part of NSO Cricket